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THE HOUSE IS NOT A HOME: 
M.P . ' S  AND THEIR CONSTITUENCIES 
E. Cain, John A. Ferej ohn, and Morris P. Fiorina 
My wife was going through some old correspondence 
the other day , and she came across a letter that 
said: ' Dear Mr. Tuck, I want to thank you for all 
the help you have given me the past few weeks. My 
toaster has never worked better.' I can' t for the 
life of me remember the details of the case , but I 
must have helped her get her appliance fixed. 
Raphael Tuck, M.P. 
Current American legislative research includes two 
whose emphases differ noticeably from 
have begun to focus on a variety of 
peripheral to the lawmaking and representational 
Congressional advertising and 
example , figure prominently in recent work by Mayhew 
and Fiorina (1977). In the past , such activities 
mere public relations and errand-running , 
only the most fragmentary treatments of 
But 
that the constitutional significance of a 
2 
activity need not agree too closely with its practical (i.e. electoral) 
importance. The recent work of Parker and Davidson (1979) is quite 
suggestive on this point. As a possible resolution of Fenno's paradox 
(Why do we love our congressman but hate our Congress?), Parker 
and Davidson suggest that the electorate j udges Congress as an 
institution against the constitutional criterion of legislating 
effective solutions to national problems, while simultaneously j udging 
congressmen as individuals against the more mundane criteria of 
providing personal access, a good service bureau etc. 
A second new departure is primarily methodological, though 
its impetus no doubt stems largely from the first one discussed above. 
As scholars became more sensitive to the variety of activities engaged 
in by legislators, they began to conceive of constituency influences as 
something more than correlations between constituency characteristics 
and roll-call votes. And as scholars began to consider actual instances 
of advertising, constituency service and so forth, they came to the 
realization that the district might be a more illuminating arena in 
which to study such behavior than the Washington office. This line of 
thinking culminates in Fenno' s recent Homestyle, a richly detailed 
study of how a number of U . S .  Representatives relate to their districts. 
The preceding new emphases are reflected in recent 
topics of congressional research. Macartney (1975) and Cranor and 
Westphal (1978) examine district office operations. Johannes (1978 �
1979) focuses on casework. Parker (1979) analyses variations in trips 
to the district. Frantzich (1979) looks at congressional use of new 
data processing technology. Yiannakis (1979) explores the content of 
I I congressional newsletters and press releases. And Fenno coht:nnues 
his travels. All of this is fairly far removed from stjdieb df 
committees, dimensions of voting, constituency influencJ on l rdll-ca 
voting, and o<her major <opioa of '"e prn-1974 litera'+ ·  
We are currently engaged in an extensive studlf of �he 
eleo,oral rel�noe of a� of 'he preceding 'opioa, in pal,·,ulal 
district offices, staff, trips and other correlates of serli e 
activity. These data are not the subj ect of this paper  hjwe er. 
Ina,�d, we wiah 'o ahare anme early 'hough'' abou' 'h• oo�pa atil' 
side of our work -- constituency service activity, if it eJis s, ii 
I I Great Britain. Without advocating simple-minded comparisods of 
highly disparate legislatures, we do believe that legislatile1rese 
should produce theories and conclusions whose applicatiJn eltends 
I I In particular, consider[ t�e 
proposition that legislators pursue individualized constlitu�n4y 
beyond American federal boundries. 
atrat•gi•a in ord•r 'o inaula'' th�•lv•• again•' th• 1agali0a of
national forces. Given its roots in the electoral incentivb, lthis 
proposition should have wide applicability, but it appeJrs bo trad:l! 
by the textbook account of the British situation. The Jarlla entalll
system supposedly denies the legislator both the incent�le ln the l 
opportunity to construct a personal power base even thou�h ka meni 
is the sole representative of a geographically distinct bonlt"tuenJI 
" impl"· ,J ,i,i ,.,JI 
electoral institutions can be designed to counteract a sbroJg lecJ 
incentive. For those concerned about the negative side lff�cts of 
particularized constituency politics in America, a respolsitlle1par 
I I 
If true, this fact is quite significant; 
system like that of Great Britain may be the answer. 
I 
h 
ed 
1r 
1 
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How might the British parliamentary system thwart the 
pursuit of personalized constituency strategies? Perhaps M.P.'s do 
not think that constituency activities make much difference. Donald 
Stokes (1975), after decomposing the variance of the party votes in 
Great Britain and the U. S., argues that the local component is.less 
important in Great Britain than the national one and smaller in 
magnitude than the local component in America. But then again, 
Stokes does find a measurable local component, so perhaps the 
explanation is that M . P.'s are not sufficiently strategic to take 
advantage of it. An example of this view is P.G . Richards' comment 
about M . P.'s and constituency work: "There is political benefit to 
be gained from 'being a good constituency man', but it is quite wrong 
to suggest that members bestir themselves to deal with problems of 
electors out of a shrewd calculation of advantage. "  (1964, p. 169) 
M.P . 's it seems, are above scrounging for votes. Similarly, Rose and 
Kavanagh (1972, p. 27) inform us that "The lack of consistent and 
compulsive concern with winning elections also implies that it is 
unrealistic to expect elected officials to make policy decisions in 
accord with the changing whims of voters, or changing figures in 
opinion polls." So, perhaps the British system works differently 
from the American because its members are motivated by nobler goals 
than electoral ones. Perhaps. 
A second reason M. P.'s might not actively pursue personal 
constituency strategies is that such activities are precluded by the 
resource constraints members face. Without the staff, research 
facilities, and the independent power base of committees, M.P.'s 
lack the means to distinguish themselves. Mayhew (1974, I P· 121� fo 
example, writes 
British M . P .  's lack the resources to set up shop as' I 
politicians with bases independent of party . TeleJision 
time goes to parties rather than to independent po�itibians. 
By custom or rule or both, the two parties sharply l1im�t 
I I the funds that parliamentary candidates can spend on thelr I I compaigns. Once elected, M . P.'s are not supplied the ki ds 
of office resources -- staff help, free mailing pri�ilbg s, 
and the like -- that can be used to achieve public sal�e ce. 
These arguments should not be carried too far • . • Bu� he 
average backbencher is constrained by lack of resourcek. 
It comes as no surprise that individual M . P . 's add llitll 
to (or subtract little from) core partisan electoral  
strength in their constituences. 
Finally, M . P.'s may not work to develop a personal ]ocal I I base because of the opportunity costs entailed by such effort I I Young backbench M . P . 's who aspire to climb the ministerial la�der 
II 
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try to impress party leaders with their legislative work. Di�igen - I I constituency effort would divert time and other resourcls awa" fr
that activity . Thus, the British system also differs ftom lth 
American by establishing a stronger link between legislktive work 
and the attainment of national leadership positions.  
To sum up, the conventional widsom suggests thatlthe al] 
differences between British and American legislators stlm fror s_ 
cnmbinarinn nf differencea in rhe perceived benefira nf l cn�r�ru� 
service, differences in the resources available to commit to such 
activity, and differences in the perceived opportunity losjs bf 
pursuing locally oriented strategies . These reasons arl plausible 
d 
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but frankly we think that the stylized description of the relations 
between M. P. 's and their constituencies overstates the difference 
between the British and American situations . The plain fact is that 
the office of M. P. is one which most incumbents wish to keep. And 
like American congressmen they represent a geographically defined 
district whose inhabitants control their electoral fates . Subject 
to the lower level of member resources and the stronger influence of 
party, we should expect to see a weaker reflection of the kinds of 
activities performed by American congressmen, at least if those 
activities are generated by the "electoral connection . "  If we fail 
to find indications of electorally-b�sed service activity in other 
systems such as the United Kingdom, it may be a warning that the 
electoral connection as the explanation of American service 
activity needs to be augmented by other considerations .  
I n  the summer of 1978 we interviewed M . P. 's about their 
"homestyles. " Thirteen of the 18 interviews were conducted in the 
members' constituencies, and each of these "interviews" lasted from 
one-half to two days. In other words, there was a degree of 
participant-observation in the data gathering . The body of this 
paper describes the homestyles of four backbenchers and a sitting 
cabinet minister. We emphasize that the individuals interviewed are 
not a representative sample of anything . In fact two of the five 
profiled were identified beforehand as "good constituency men" by 
other M . P. 's. This first round of interviewing is only a pilot study. 
Still, we believe that American legislative scholars may find these 
profiles provocative. Based on the interviews and observations a 
number of hypotheses about the nature and extent of constituency 
service activity in Great Britain are proposed in the fina:iJ s 
hypotJ"l' • Again, we emphasize that these are of the paper. 
conclusions . 
not 
ctio 
FIVE CASES OF CONSTITUENCY STRATEGIES 
"The Squire" -- Sir H .  
Sir H .  lives in a manor in a largely homogene6us,I ri!iral, . I agricultural community . He is a highly respected and well lnown 
figure in the community, so well known in fact, that whln we lost 
our way on our visit to his home and pulled into a gas ltajiot in -
nearby village, the station attendant not only knew who  Sij H wasll 
but could tell us exactly where he lived .  Sir H .  himself Js 1n  his seventies and has served in Parliament since the mid-fiftles . 
Tue fae< '""' paru-ncary �rk fa a par< time job hae .Jbihd h 
to run a business and serve on the board of directors of slveral 
companies while in office. Sir H .  believes in the amatlur [ro�e o£i 
the M . P. and ferverently opposes attempts by younger me�be�s to 
professionalize the position. 
Sir H .  is a Conservative whose home style nicely Ima 
the social structure and politics of his constituency . I Helis 
local notable who benevolently oversees the interests of his  
ch es 
the 
armjj 
erej 
I 
constituency, and his constituents in turn regard him with de 
and respect. Sir H. is proud of his community and has ror�ed 
"keep the character of the constituency from changing" by Jpp 
"relocations of socialists from London" and other propoba1J that 
:::J 
It is, of cohrsl , might make it less rural and homogeneo11s . n 
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Sir H . 's interests to keep the working class component of his 
constituency from getting too large since his home style would be 
very much out of place in an urban, industrial environment . At the 
same time, his efforts to preserve the rural character of the 
constituency are very much appreciated by his constituents, who are 
no more eager than Sir H .  to see their constituency change . 
The rural and homogeneous nature of Sir H . 's constituency 
influences his home style in various ways. To begin with, its 
geographical dispersion makes certain strategies for dealing with his 
constituency less feasible than others . A common method for learning 
about the complaints and opinions of constituents in Britain is to 
hold surgeries at designated times during the month . Surgeries 
provide opportunities for constituents to speak directly with their 
M . P . 's about the problems they might have . These meetings are 
usually held at the local Town Hall or constituency party headquarters 
and usually last 1 to 2 hours . As Sir H .  points out, however, 
surgeries are less effective in rural constituencies, because people 
have to travel greater distances to attend them . Early in his career, 
Sir H .  tried to institute regular surgeries throughout his 
constituency, traveling dutifully great distances from village to 
village. He found only a handful of people at these meetings and 
rapidly came to the conclusion that the attendance did not warrant 
the effort . He has not held a formal surgery in many years . Sir H .  
complains that academics and journalists often seize upon the frequency 
of surgeries as a crude index of how constituency oriented a particular 
M.P.  happens to be. Sir H .  believes that this is unfair since it is 
insensitive to the different demands of rural constituencies like 
9 
his own . He claims that he keeps in touch with his constiituentts 
just as effectively by mail, personal visits and phone cJ11s1 as an
M . P. in an urban constituency does by weekly surgeries . I I The nature of Sir H . 's constituency affects his home 
in other important ways . Sir H . 's style is similar in sdme le 
to the "person to person" style of Fenno's Congressman A .I rl 
dictated and �de posaible by the closely knit st�cture of �h 
villages which comprise his constituency. The styles of both 
Congressman A .  and Sir . H .  are very personal, requiring an ilt 
knowledge of the cuatoms, values and interests of their l�sri 
What distinguishes Sir H . 's "person to person" style fro  that 
Congressman A .  is the paternalistic role that Sir H .  plaJs il I I community. By comparison, Congressman A . '  s "presentation 01 s 
to his constituents is his claim to be "one of the boys"  no.t 
paternal "squire . "  
Sir H .  has a secretary who helps him with corr,spon 
�d a�anging speaking engag�ents, but he personally �
r
rsle 
communications with his constituents . He gives his secrletaly . I little autonomy in dealing with constituency matters and ofte 
responds to letters himself in longhand. We can confi� thls 
i h. . . . . . h. . I . I  s nee is invitation to us to visit is constituency came in 
form of a personally handwritten note. Sir H. 's secretJry le 
in the constituency and knows it very well. Indeed, as Sir l H 
quick to point out, a secretary in Westminster would not evbn  I to address the letters to his constituents since many 0£ thr 
in his area are not designated by street names and housl nu�b I  
tyle 
pee ts 
s bot 
.mate 
uenc· 
of 
is 
lf" 
he 
ence 
all 
ery 
fact 
he 
ides 
is II be ao II eside1fi!¢es 
rs . 
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Sir H. 's "person to person" style is suited to the context 
of his constituency -- i. e. the expectations of a conservative, rural 
agricultural connnunity. It is also personal in the sense that Sir H. 
is very comfortable with the role of the paternalisitic squire. At 
the same time, his style is strategic, because it is calculated 
to win and maintain support in the connnunity. Sir H. is very careful 
to attend to the details of constituency politics. He and his 
secretary regularly scour the local paper for wedding and death 
announcements and send on personal notes to the families. Sir H. 
believes that his constituency work has played a major role in 
building up the morale of the local party and in helping to make his 
seat safe. As he explains it, the very fact that a man of his 
stature in the connnunity takes the time to listen to some average 
fellow's problems in itself creates good will and electoral reward. 
To illustrate his point, he gave us the example of some fellow in 
a pub complaining to his friends about a problem he has with the 
government. His mates tell him that he has been wronged and suggest 
that he see Sir H. So the fellow calls or writes Sir H. who dutifully 
sends off a letter to the constituent informing him of his actions 
and one to the relevant minister asking the minister to please 
enquire into the matter. The minister writes back a reply -- in many 
cases, unable to help -- and Sir H. sends a photocopy of the minister's 
letter to the constituent. The constituent's problem pften does not 
get solved, says Sir H. , but at least the constituent can take the 
letter with him to the pub, "happy in the knowledge that his case has 
received attention at the highest levels. " Sir H. i-n return acquires 
the reputation of being a good constituency man who I cares 
constituents. 
This anecdote is revealing in two senses. First ,I i 
.1 [J_ 
t hiSI 
indicates the high esteem that Sir H. enjoys. His merelconsi&erat�� 
 of the matter is sufficient to please his constituents. I Seco¥dly, 
it is noteworthy that Sir H. would take the time to con�acJ alMins 
about a constituent' s problem. There is, of course, no , evjdence 
that such efforts have a measurable positive effect, but iJ i 
significant that Sir H. should think so. Connnunity tiei, Jirl H. 
claims, are such that knowledge of a favor for one consiitjent is 
connnunicated by word of mouth ta others, reinforcing thl slpp rt 1 
not only the particular constituent involved, but also lhaJ o 
friends and his family. The belief that this generates ellctbral 
his 
I support justifies Sir H. 's substantial investment of time in 
constituency work, which includes an hour or so every wlek1ayj dea���g 
with letters, Monday morning meetings with his staff to go ,ov1er 
constituency matters and general political meetings on Frida I I evenings. Being a good constituency man is consistent wit! r H
l self-image as the local squire (i. e. his social obligatlon), ut � I I  is also a calculated attempt to secure electoral suppor
l
t. I s·r H.  
"person to person" style is no less strategic than Cong
r
esim A.
The context of the connnunity Sir H. represents also hapes 
the nature of the problems he has to deal with and the focls of h� 
activities in the constituency. Urban M.P. 's report t�at lh y ge� 
a large number of cases dealing with housing, innnigratjon L: cri�, 
but Sir H. is more likely to hear about pensions, taxed an� armi� 
problems. Sir H. has a very well defined sense of whaJ dols and �@�s I I 
I 
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not fall into his proper doman of responsibility. In his view, the 
M . P . looks after the interests of constituents as they are affected 
by the national government . Thus, when a civil servant in Westminster, 
or in some local office, administers the law in an unfair way, the 
M . P .  should try to bring his influence to bear upon the ministry in 
order to rectify the situation. Therefore, tax and pension problems 
fall properly in Sir H . 's domain, but purely local matters such as 
housing and the decisions of the local council do not. These, he 
refers to the proper local authority. Sir H. does not try to compete 
with local officials for power and attention. He comments only that 
"My relations with local officials are cordial and I command their 
respect. " Sir H. 's homestyle involves a fairly high commitment of 
resources to constituency matters, but it is bounded by a "traditional" 
view of the M . P . 's responsibilities . Where some of the younger 
M . P. 's involve themselves in almost every conceivable local issue, 
Sir H. restricts himself as much as p-ossible to contacting ministers 
about administrative decisions, raising parliamentary questions, and 
in some rare instances, promoting private member's bills suggested 
by problems that arise in his constituency.  Constituency politics 
are both an obligation and a means of helping to build up support, 
but Sir H .  believes that in the end they are subordinate to his 
role as a national legislator . This, as we shall see, sets Sir H .  
apart from his younger colleagues . 
"The Local Man" -- Mr . G .  
This M. P. managed to recapture in 1974 what had been a former 
Labour seat held by the Conservatives since the fifties . Mr. G .  is 
i 
 
I 
,J a highly onergecio and ankulace =n fo hi' chirtiee, 1 're 
had taught at a polytechnic . He is well read in politicll Jci�nce, 
and takes its lessons very seriously. He has studied thl ruAerlcan 
political system and personally observed American congrelsmJn 
I 
.n th'. 
frJ 
_J 
districts. He believes that British M. P . 's have much to leJrn
them . He opposes more limited conceptions of the M. P. 's roJe 
 as Sir H . 's -- and thinks that his is the homestyle of the fut re _ 
Great Britain. Mr . G. is one of a number of young M. P.  •b sltt'ng jl 
marginal constituencies whose homestyle's have become coitrJve siaJ 
a�ng older member• .  Sir H .  and ocher' like lrlm believe l ch+c he J 
established by M. P. 's like Mr. G .  will lead to the undesiraJle proj 
fe,,i=ali•aCion of Che offire and an u=ere,,ary proliflra,io of 1 
;JI 
Mr. G. •, r=.cHumy '' over 50 perr=c whHel =d rldJ 
ri.,,, buc hM •n»c='1a1 middle rla" =d eCbnir ntlgbborL « a
�11. AC =e cime, cbie regi= had been a chriving ind�crla r=� 
buC H h., be= "1ovly derayfog dnre che Serond World J�. �r, 
industries have closed, and the population has declined. Tra elinl 
chrough che ron.ciru=ry, � ,., •everal blighced re•id�ti� areal 
=d ab=doned farCorie•. Mr. G. i• al�'' evangeliral il hi, de'ij 
to revitalize the area. He speaks bitterly of the polit,ical eglel 
I I which contributed to the economic and social decline of his [ 
constituency: in his eyes, the primary culprits are injompetent an 
poorly motivated local officials, and he believes that jt il His 
responsibility to prod them into action. It is a bit hJrd �o 
understand precisely why Mr . G. feels so intensely abouj thlstcommu 
since he was not born or raised there, although he taugJt a� tthe 
nearby polytechnical school. Nonetheless, the fact rem�insl t�at M� 
.d 
ense. 
ty 
G .  
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now sees himself as closely tied to the community . 
A second curious and notable aspect of Mr. G .  is that while 
he belongs to the Tribune group -- the left of the Labour party 
his constituency politics are indistinguishable from the service and 
locally oriented politics of Fenno's Congressman E. Mr . G .  votes with 
the far left for large scale nationalization, heavy wealth taxes and 
getting out of the Common Market, but what he really seems to care about 
are problems in the constituency like housing . Mr . G .  is more interested 
in building up his position in the community than in national politics. 
In the few days that we spent with Mr . G., we heard very little about 
his ideology and a great deal about his constituency . He is very 
careful not to let the former interfere with the latter . 
One incident particularly reinforces this point . Shortly 
after we arrived in his constituency, Mr . G. took us to a meeting with 
the head of the local Chamber of Commerce . The president of the local 
and the Mayor were major figures in the local Conservative party and 
had energetically campaigned against Mr . G. during the last election . 
They frequently competed with Mr . G. for publicity in the local press.  
As we headed to the meeting, Mr . G. recalled with undisguised glee the 
time that the Mayor and The President of the local Chamber of Commerce 
tried to hold a press conference at the opening of a new ·shopping center 
in an urban renewal area . Hoping to capture the publicity for themselves, 
they saw to it that Mr. G .  was omitted from the list of invited guests . 
Mr. G . , not to be denied , decided that he would attend anyway, and, 
although he was not allowed to sit on the podium, he strategically placed 
himself nearby so that his face appeared the next day in the pictures 
taken by the local paper . It was a moment of great triumph for Mr . G. 
J 
The purpose of this meeting was for Mr . G .  tolanrrotimce t 
the Chamber of Commerce that he was organizing a jobs fair, I and th 
the Chamber was welcome to set up a booth. Mr. G. had Jeert carefur 
not to invite the Mayor and the Chamber of Commerce to �arjictpate 
�til "t•r th• initial publicity, c�pl•t• with hi• pil<u1•· had 
hit the local press. Mr. G. did not want any confusion [ aboutlwho 
wa• r•'P•n•ibl• for thia �•nt. Toward• th• •nd of th• l••jtipg, 
discussion wandered, and the Chamber of Connnerce official Jegan to
criticize at length the Labour government's interventiol iJto 
Rhodesian affairs . We expected that Mr. G .  would leap lo Jis 
government's defense and that a heated discussion would en,ue
Instead, Mr. G. nodded his head in quiet sympathy, finished hls 
coffee and a few minutes later apologized to his host fbr Jhe 
that h• roally had to b• -ing on ainc• h• had anothor ap1oiµtm•nm1 
to attend to. National issues and ideology are simply of secbnda 
importance for Mr . G. 
Mr. G. is deeply involved in all sorts of cominunity . 
I I 
affairs . He holds surgeries every week at two locations for 
I 
hours each. He actively solicits cases by advertising his l su 
WO 
ger 
and 
Asl 
ses 
in the local paper and by walking through the town on wlekend 
letting people approach him on the street with their prbb1lms
Mr . G. explains, this serves the dual purpose of pickinl uJ c 
from people who could not attend the surgery as well as l ma�in� him 
visible to his constituents . As we walked through the towrl mhrkej 
and through complexes of council homes, people would cime [upl to 
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Mr. G. to tell him their problems. Mr. G. in each case recorded the 
person's request in a notebook and promised to get back to them 
shortly. Some of the people we saw invited Mr. G. in to have a 
quick cup of coffee while they complained about the vandalism of 
neighborhood kids or the neglect the local council has shown towards 
the repair of their homes. Mr. G.'s willingness to play the social 
worker seems to know no bounds. He never turns down a case and will 
go to great lengths to find new ones. Local affairs are not off limits 
in the sense that they were for Sir H. Mr. G. sees himself as a 
general ombudsman who fights against the maladministration of local 
as well as national government. Consequently, Mr. G.'s relations 
with local officials are far more complex than Sir H.'s. Some local 
officials -- such as those in the Consumer Advice Bureau -- are his 
allies while others - like the Mayor and the Chamber of Commerce --
are his chief rivals for attention and influence in the community. 
Mr. G.'s typical cases are housing, social security, 
immigration and vandalism. The importance of housing derives from 
the role of the local authorities as the landlords of council housing. 
Those who come to Mr. G., because they feel that they deserve a better 
flat, or because they have been denied permission by the local 
authorities to move are not likely to be helped by Mr. G. (although 
he tries) since the housing allocation process was changed a few 
years ago to a point system with objective criteria for different 
classifications. Mr. G. is somewhat more successful at prodding 
repairs out of the local council. The immigration cases are a very 
important bridge to the immigrant community for Mr. G. I Hel has no
ity, 
ltura: 
IIr fa� 
ocal 
I I 
trouble developing links with the white, working class lommu 
but the immigrants tend to maintain separate religious and l c 
ties. Thus, Mr. G. has to work especially hard to coujt the 
On one particular evening, for example, Mr. G. took us to l 
immigrant bar-brothel where he nonchalantly collected caseb 
heard complaints while we looked on in slightly embarajsedl d scom£<111ltt. 
Mr. G.'s local and service oriented style is !consistent 
I 
with his personality. He seems indifferent to ministeriiall a bitio 
and more interested in his community than his national stalu e. �� 
'' a1'o par<ly dida<ed by ehe ooot�t of hia oon.,Huency· Hia l 
a constituency with serious economic problems, and Mr. G. 's rusad 
to stop the decay has obvious electoral appeal. His willihg ess � 
take up any community cause -- individual· complaints, Jhe �u4ding 
a looal football t�, the building of a n� ahopping l��er 
the relatives of immigrants to enter the country -- fi�s nitc 
helf 
ly wim 
II s are 
g 
the heterogeneity of the constituency. His primary suJpo,te 
working class, council house dwellers, but he reaches Jut [o 
from diverse groups. Mr. G. 's style is certainly straleg�c.
excellent working relations with the local press and jitJs 
sup��tt 
He �1111 
II 
I I press releases. Mr. G. claims that a recent edition of oJe 
papers had 11 articles about him in it. I 1 Mr. G. took over a marginal constituency, and a 1go 
of what makes him work so hard is the hope that this 111 lgi· 
a safe seat. Mr. G. feels somewhat bitterly about M.P l's 
is o• 
f tJI 
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their constituencies. A recent issue of the local paper carried his 
advertisement of weekly surgeries next to an announcement by the 
neighboring Conservative M . P .  that he would be unable to hold surgeries 
during the next month since he would be on vacation. 
When a large number of individuals from i:liis neighboring 
M . P. 's constituency began to appear at Mr . G . 's surgery, Mr . G .  would 
take their cases but remind each one that the reason their M . P .  was 
not helping them was that he was in the south of France. He then 
wrote a letter to the editor of the local paper complaining about 
his neighbor's neglect of his parliamentary duties. This summed up 
a great deal about Mr . G. for us: he was altruistic enough not to 
turn them away, but strategic enough to use it to political advantage . 
"The Ambitious Young Man" -- Mr . B .  
Mr . B. is  widely considered to  be  a bright young prospect 
in the Labour party . When we mentioned his name, we were told 
several times that Mr. B. was a man to watch in the future. He was 
almost certain to be given a ministerial post in the next Labour 
government and a good bet to become a senior minister in the Cabinet 
eventually . Indeed, Mr. B. is an extremely intelligent, well read 
and pleasing person. He was educated at the right schools and spent 
some time teaching at a prominent English University. His perception 
of politics is much more analytical than that of Mr . G. or Sir H., 
and he seems more conscious than they of the long run trends and 
implications of parliamentary homestyle. Like Mr. G., Mr. B. has 
visited and observed American Congressmen, but he is no� nea 
I 
enamored of the Congressional model as Mr. G .  Mr. B . , wo�l 
ly as1. 
uJ 
at im to see the staffs of British M. P . 's expanded, but he feels l t 
i• 1"por<�< <ha< <hi• grow<h no< ge< ou< of h•nd <he jay te 
believes that it has in the U . S .  He reminded us that llarge staffs 
are unnecessary in Great Britain since the size of the lvetaae 
British constituency is about one-fifth that of a Congr!esslorlal 
oo.,<Huenoy . 
I 
I 
Mr. B. self-consciously steers a course between hi� loca 
responsibilities and his national aspirations . He rea1lze1 Jhat � 
performance as a backbencher will determine how far an� hot Dast 
he riaea up <he minia<erial ladder. A' 'he •�e <ime, le le,lire
l <ha< he needa <o e"ahli•h a repu<aH= ., a good ooo+<+nJy =l 
if he is to retain his seat in the future: Mr . B. is in effect 
"digging in. " He believes that his service work will Jivel hjJm a 
buffer against changing national tides . His constitueJcy,l l�ke tn 
of Mr. G . ,  was very marginal in 1974. In a sense, howeler� �t is 
even more marginal than Mr . G . 's since Mr . B . 's seat ij mohejnatun 
Conservative and middle class.  He hopes that by takinJ an [ i tere] 
in local affairs and by doing diligent casework, he caJ ofts t an� 
policy disagreements he might have with his constituenJs .  
Mr. B .  works hard at his constituency duties.I He !stima 
that he spends about one-third of his time on constituency ! a fair] 
when Parliament is in session and nearly all of his tiJe b
i
t een 
sessions . Mr. B .  is quite candid about the future proJlems aisehl 
I I by his strategy. As Mr. B. rises in the ministerial ranks!, there 
ly 
s 
will be less time to devote to constituency matters . His hope is 
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that once established, his early record of constituency service will 
give him enough credit so that he will not lose his cushion of support 
when future Parliamentary responsibilities cut down the time he can 
devote to his constituency. Later, if all goes well, Mr . B. will be 
a minister, and the national publicity and pride factor that goes 
with the job (i. e .  the pride that constituents feel about having an 
important minister in their seat) will offset the necessarily national 
allocation of his time and resources . Mr . B.'s hypothesis is that 
his vulnerability will follow a curvilinear pattern . During his first 
years in office, diligent constituency work will help to establish 
local support, but in the beginning stages of his parliamentary career, 
his vulnerability will increase since he will have neither the time 
to devote to his constituency affairs nor the national publicity to 
offset his neglect. Complicating matters is the basic problem that 
Mr . B. has no firm idea of what electoral impact his constituency 
work has, nor how quickly an advantage built upon local work will 
decay if he has to neglect his constituency in the future. At the 
time we interviewed him, Mr. B .  was most interested in the fate of 
Dr. David Owen, the Labour Minister of Foreign Affairs . Owen was 
sitting in a marginal seat which, it was rumored, was in grave danger 
of being lost in the next election, because of his prolonged absences 
from the constituency on foreign policy missions. Party workers in 
Owen's constituency feared that these absences may have seriously 
undermined local support for him . Mr. B .  felt that Dr . Owen's fate 
might provide some clue as to the likely su..,cess of his strategy. 
Mr. B . ,  like Mr. G . ,  does not draw the line bf nis 
responsibilities at the national government. I I Mr. B. willingf y ta 
I I I on local cases like housing, and works very closely with loc 1 La_ 
councillors . He thinks that the growing involvement il ilea afJI 
I I by M . P . 's was caused by the incompetence of local officials,! the 
greater salience of the M . P. such that people were morl ilkep.y to: 
tum to him <h= to le" well .k� looal ooUndllor.+nJ tne 
fact that he and others like him actively solicited cases . I  As Mr 
pointed out, the demand for casework and services is eldogen�usly 
related to supply: by being more open to taking on cales, t e M . P
increases the demands placed upon him by his constitueAts . r .  B� 
homestyle is strategic in the sense that he sees it a� a sh rt rj 
tatic that will enable him to achieve his long run ambitiol f be� 
a minister . It is contextual in the sense that the majgiJa1 ty o� 
<he •eat form him to find a way to proteo< hi=elf Jailt I 
unfavorable national trends . It is somewhat less persdnall t an tn 
homestyles of either Mr. G. or Sir H . :  one suspects tJat �e e Mr� 
in a safe seat or were it the case that there was a beJter l w4y of 
building an electoral cushion, Mr . B .  would abandon coJstitu�ncy 
rapidly . Mr. B. does not have Sir H. 's conception of Jims�l 
local aquire, noo Mr. G .  'a deaire to win p�eo in the �ooal 
Mr . B. is dealing with electoral circumstances in the blstl-w< 
he can. If he succeeds and the curvilinear hypothesis is 
Mr . B. 's homestyle will probably change in the future . 
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"The Issue Man" Mr. R .  
Mr. R. is a committed socialist . Unlike Mr . G . , Mr . R .  
cannot talk about politics without reference to socialist principles . 
The world is neatly divided into two camps for Mr . R. : there are those 
who exploit the working class and those who defend it. Mr . R. -was one 
of the few M . P. 's who queried us about our politics : were we 
sympathetic to the working person's cause or were we typical bourgeois 
intellectuals? Our properly ambiguous response annoyed him . Recently, 
Mr . R . 's world has been complicated by the Scottish devolution issue. 
Mr. R. is a ferverent supporter of socialist devolution, meaning 
devolution that would give greater power to a Scottish working class 
party . He is scornful of the more heterodox Scottish National Party : 
devolution without socialist principles, he explains, would be no 
improvement over the status quo. 
Mr . R . 's constituency is a Labour stronghold in a Scottish 
industrial area. Until recently, Mr. R. was a sponsored M . P . ,  which 
meant that his nomination was controlled by a large union in the 
constituency . In recent years, he has split with the Labour party 
over devolution and has lost his affiliation with the sponsoring 
trade union (he is retiring at the next election). Mr . R. sees his 
constituency in far less personal terms than the other M. P . 's we have 
looked at so far . His constituency is the "working class" and his 
role is to protect their interest . After his break with the Labour 
party, he has come to define his constituency more narrowly as the 
Scottish working class . Mr . R . 's conception of his constituency is 
more abstract than personal: it is not based upon individuals for 
Ii Ii j 
whom he has done favors or with whom he has had personal lontadts . 
He is bound to his constituents by a common link of objectivl dlass 
interest. Mr . R . 's job is to represent that interest evjn wherl his 
constituents are indifferent to it . Many times in our c�nvels tion, 
Mr. R. referred with dismay and a slightly detectable corltem�t to t� 
inertia of his constituents . Interest in socialist causJs hhs decl� 
he contends, and the working class has lost its leadershJp ahd dire� 
Bright young workers often lose their interest in socialJst bauses 
when they acquire the educational training to become leaJersl. 
Mr. R. allocates his personal resources primar�lyl t 
his national responsibilities. When his relations with 1lhel • 
trade union were good, he tried to establish an informa] orga 
uf lueal par<y �d <rade �i� uffieial.• <u <ake •ume u, ,,l 
ards 
II onsoll
izat:iJ 
II urden 
in ti 
II 
1· 
uf lueal affair• uff hi• •huuldera . The •e�iee• <he•e reu11 
provided him were voluntary . Together with one secreta}1Y ehc 
constituency and Westminster, these people acted as filJersl o 
constituency cases, leaving him free to carry out his lJgis�a 
duties . Select cases would be passed on to him , but in geJer 
Mr. R. made it clear that he does not believe in the pelsonll 
Consequently, the demands placed upon him by his constitueJcyl are 
i::st�
t:uc ! 
less than those placed upon the others we have examined l so lfal. Mf
holds his surgeries on the last Friday of every month whereas Mr . � 
and Mr. B. hold them every week. Mr. R. does not usually Jak pho� 
calls or visits at his home as does Sir H .  unless the else lislvery 
urgent. Mr. R. was one of the few Labour M . P . 's we·int1rv�ewed wh 
had serious reservations about interfering in local matberJ like 
I 
d 
on . 
g 
R .  
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housing . Mr . R. believes that the proper role of the M . P .  is as a 
legislator . To the degree that an M . P .  must act as an ombudsman, 
Mr. R. feels that it should be restricted to protecting against 
executive directives issued by the civil service. In this sense, 
Mr. R. 's preferred role is most similar to that of Sir H. 
Despite his conception of the proper responsibilities of 
the M . P . ,  Mr. R. has had to make concessions to the growing 
constituency demands upon him . He claims that the "social worker" 
role of the M . P. has increased in importance greatly over the last 
25 years: in his words, it has come "to assume an importance way 
out of proportion. "  While he believes that local affairs like housing 
lie outside his area of responsibility, he says that his staff used 
to handle these cases when they were brought in. His staff had very 
good relations with many of the local officials they had to deal with 
due to connections through the Labour party and the trade unions . 
These ties facilitated a speedy response to their requests . 
More than the other M . P . 's Mr . R. cares about the role of 
the M . P .  as legislator . This is of course, consistent with his issue 
orientation. Rather than see staff expanded to meet constituency 
needs, Mr . R. would prefer to see the research facilities in 
Parliament improved upon, and every M . P .  provided with a research 
assistant . The problem with existing research facilities, from 
his perspective as a policy oriented critic of the government, is that 
it provides you only with information from existing government sources . 
If one is to be an effective critic, he maintains , one needs 
independent sources of information. This, he says, is especially 
I 
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important in the British situation, because of the high , degree of 
secrecy that surrounds decisions made by the Cabinet and tJe Civi� 
Service . As Mr. R. puts it, "If the civil service and Lijsters 
decide that you should not know about something, you doh'tlhawe a 
bloody chance. "  To be an effective legislator, he belilveJ that }' 
need every bH of memh mfac=oe <hey c= gee. I I Mr. R. also argues that making the M. P .  an effecti 
legislator will require making the job full time. The �ar� 
•Cacua of M . P . '•, he •aya, ••i'' 'he To'y gencl�en who cal, chei� 
legislative duties lightly and make a comfortable living ot e s�· 
as a company director, business or professional person. The 
glorification of the part time legislator is in his eyes alo 
mauife,,a,ion of 'he an,i-�'ldng cla•• bi� of 'he .,iri•� �� 
Mr. R. explains it this way, "I am a toolmaker, and there ls 't a� 
factory I know of that has any use for a part time toolLaklr •1" 
MT. R. '' pTe•en'a'i� of •elf fa aa a highly rci'lc�pled 
mialiaC who '' cummiCCed cu pTindpl"' and polfoi"' 
I
f ,t �'" 
ola" and nuc cu """'' individual• " incemc gTUupr . H accl 
,he job of •ociat �TkeT g�dgingly, and h� ''ied Co blild n I informal organization around him who would screen him :Dlrom e cessf' 
constituency work and free him to pursue his proper ru]e as egisJ 
He sees himself as a trustee rather than as a delegate . I I II Mor ofte I 
than not, he feels that he has to prod his constituents to l adtion 
rather than respond to their demands . Mr . R. 's nationjl orilntati 
sets him apart from Mr . G. or Mr . B .  Younger Labour MJP . 'b 'have I 
discovered that they can get elected to Parliament on Jhe la is o� 
. 's 
nt. 
s 
or . 
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individual help, " and this has caused them to turn from a national 
to a local orientation. This bothers Mr. R. He blames younger M.P. 's 
for excessively "looking for the vote" and constituency parties for 
being too preoccupied with local rather than national issues. At 
the same time, Mr. R. 's commitment to principles sets him apart from 
Sir H. Sir H. would not approve of strengthening Parliamentary 
committees nor of opening new sources of information in order to 
criticize his own party, and he most certainly would not break with 
his own party over some policy, as Mr. R. has done. 
Mr. R. 's homestyle appears to be dictated by personal taste 
in the sense that he is a committed ideologue, and, for all his 
protestations about intellectuals, he is an intellectual in his own 
right. It is also partly explained by institutional factors in the 
sense that he represented a trade union sponsored, working class 
constituency which was sympathetic to his ideology. Since the seat 
.was safe, Mr. R. did not have to build up a personal constituency to 
buffer himself against national swings. Curiously, then, Mr. R. 's 
homestyle is the least strategic of the M. P.'s in our sample. It 
does not appear that Mr. R. is strongly conscious of whether his 
homestyle maximizes votes or not. He is almost scornful of those 
who do preoccupy themselves with winni.ng votes. It is possible, 
however, that Mr. R. 's lack of interest in the strategic implications 
of his homestyle may have been his own undoing. 
"The Cabinet Minister" -- Mr. S. 
Mr. S. is a maj or figure in the Labour partiy ahd lhas fil 
several key cabinet posts. He has been in Parliamenj silca the 
of World War Two, and when he reflects on the changej thlt !have 
place in constituency politics since then, he has a Jardl t�me 
distinguishing between changes which are part of a geleral· ltrend 
those which are the result of different stages in his Pall�amen 
career. Mr. S. 's seat is something between safe and marlinal: 
I I claims that it is less marginal now than it was when he fi�st to 
i' uver, bu' i' i,, he �pha•ire•, by � me•n' •b,uluf ei} ; eourl 
Mr. S. represents a London constituency, and he thinks t�a thiJ 
given him an advantage over the years. M. P. 's who re�relerut 
constituencies a considerable distance away from Londbn lust tr 
long distances to attend to their constituencies. As[hefpo�nts 
after a grueling week in London, the prospect of rush!ing I ba! 
constituency is not very attractive. It either takes , its t 
M. P. 's personal life, or the M. P. begins to neglect his lon 
Having his constituency in London, however, has made lt las 
Mr. S. to be diligent both as a legislator and as a clnsJit 
Since Mr. S. resides in the constituency, he is frequlntly 
the neighborhood and is able to keep on top of local 1evllo 
as he ascends the ministerial ladder. I I As his career progressed, Mr. S. tried to shift Ith 
his activities to the national scene, and thinks thatlhe Iha 
k ti 
ll 
J
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fairly successfully. In his early days as a backbencner ,I Mt. S. slilent 
a great deal of time on constituency work. He belieles lthat 
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this work helped establish his reputation as a good constituency man. 
As he explains it, he got involved in heavy constituency work at the 
beginning of his career because he had the incentive -- his seat was 
marginal and he needed every vote he could get -- and because he had 
the opportunity. The war had left a "whole host of problems" such as 
national service status, veteran's compensation, rationing and the 
like. In addition, Mr. S. felt that his constituency party expected 
a high level of involvement on his part in the affairs of the 
community. In a sense, he argued, what may be more important to the 
M.P. is not the prospective gain from good constituency work, but 
avoiding the negative consequences of not meeting those expectations. 
The stronger incentive, then, may be that "you can do yourself harm" 
if you fail to fulfill your duties as a good constituency man. As 
Mr. S. rose to higher positions in the party, he noticed that demands 
upon him seemed to slacken some. He is not sure whether this was 
because of a general trend across all constituencies in that direction 
as the problems of the war got resolved gradually, or whether this 
was because people were more hesitant to bring their problems to him 
as he became a national figure. 
Even as a Minister, however, Mr. S. tries not to neglect 
his constituency duties. He recalls quite vividly one day a few 
years back when he concluded negotiations with Gromyko in Moscow during 
a Friday afternoon and then flew back to London in time for his Friday 
night surgery. Still, the pressures of holding a cabinet position 
force Mr. S. to involve himself less in constituency affairs than 
he had previously. His ministry duties frequently call him out 
f4li�I "'
of che oounrcy, and hia aeorecacy haa oome ru play an fnorei inJ 
important role in his casework. She has acquired greader lu onom� 
to deal with constituency matters in his absence. Mr. IS. l1 o ge� 
help from local councillors and party officials in his lconbt' tuen] 
There is usually a local councillor in attendance at hi!s slr erie]
b�dle rhe houeing o�ee �d purely local �rrera. By 
l
hav�n looi 
officials at his surgeries, Mr. S. demonstrates his interebt in � 
rhinga rhar ofren marrer ro hia oonariruenr, rhe �er, while he a� 
having to deal with these problems personally· I II 
Mr. S. believes that there is a "pride facto
f
" wbr, ing � 
rhe M.P. who beoomea a Cabiner official. Thia "pdde ,.Jr' enab 
him to have some measure of independence from his consbitulnqy: 
normal complaints diminish and criticism of the governjent:' s jpolic 
app�r more frequenrly in hie �il. Ar rhe e�e rime, �-I' rri! 
to stay close to his constituency. He has worked with local 
aurhoririea ro fighr rhe oloaure of a looa1 hoipira1. 
�
el
l
e rea 
about a fire displacing a family in the constituency, he hll s th!
family get relocated. His constituency chores may havJ sllc 
·1 I a day or so a week, but they are not insignificant. Hi!s ihv:olveme 
is less than that of Mr. G., Mr. B., or Sir H., but it lis �raater 
than that of Mr. R. Mr. S.'s homestyle is influenced �n plr� by 
contextual circumstances. His constituency is predomiJentlylworki 
class and he knows that many of his constituents care jorel atlout 
housing, pension checks and tax problems than they do Jhe issues n 
deals with as a minister. Mr. S. is aware of the strajegib 
implications of his constituency work and believes thaJ itt hqlps B 
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up a cushion of a 1,000 or so votes above and beyond the votes 
provided by the "pride factor." This blend of national prominence 
and local concern has worked well for Mr. S., and it is this sort of 
mixed strategy that younger, ambitious M.P.'s like Mr. B. look to as 
an example. 
DISCUSSION 
The preceding profiles reveal a diversity of orientations 
to the constituency, a diversity evident in our other interviews as 
well. We found some M.P. 's who strayed little from the "ideal type" 
M.P. characterized in the introduction, but others like Mr. G., 
closely resembled some of the congressmen that Fenno writes about 
in Homestyle. There is reason to believe, then, that the constituency 
orientations exhibited by M.P.'s are more varied than conventional 
wisdom suggests. But even more surprising than the variety is the 
fact that in some respects, the M.P.'s we interviewed were nearly 
unanimous in voicing their departure from the conventional image. We 
shall discuss several examples of departures drawn from the seventeen 
"complete" interviews in our pilot study. 
First, nearly all our M.P.'s reported a considerable degree 
of personal attention to their constituencies. All but one of those 
interviewed went back to the constituency at least forty times a year. 
While distances in Great Britain are small compared to those in the 
United States, the frequency of trips to the constituency compares 
favorably with that found for House members by Glenn Parker [19 7 9  ]. 
Furthermore, almost all the M.P.'s we interviewd do a lot of casework. 
hundli The reported number of "cases" per week runs from ten tio one 
and fifty with a mean of seventy-nine. All but five rjporb 
I I more than thirty new cases each week. The content of bhes� 
II ecein�g 
as es 
the 
's 
rati0 II case 
the 
varie• wHh <he naeure nf <he o=o<Hu�cy and prnbabl1 wilb 
receptiveness of the M.P. as well, but almost all of tl'ie MlP 
reported receiving complaints about council housing and ili 
Virtually all of the members try to take some action oJ eabh 
submitted to them, in the belief that constituents appJecilt 
show of effort even if the complaints are not resolved lin bh ir faifdr. 
. I Thirteen of the seventeen M.P.'s interviewed indicated that 
maintain some kind of regular contact with local offic�alsl a 
to work through them to do casework dealing with local issue 
as housing. In other words, most of our M.P.'s do not reslr 
themselves to cases involving the national government. Thley 
on cases relating to local government as well. Some of thlm 
k · 1 · h  1 . · h i I I. wor active y wit nongovernmenta interests in t e r consti 
when a case demands it. 
II hey 
d tr, JI sue 
ct 
work 
even 
uenc 
All but three of those interviewed reported [tha� �hey 
maintain regular surgeries in their constituencies for lthel ef:ress 
purpose of receiving complaints from constituents. And two f th� 
three who do not engage in this activity (like Sir H.) refla n fr l l 
it because the rural character of their constituency makeb tlhe 
an inefficient way for the M.P. to receive complaints ftroml his 
constituents. 
Because almost all of our respondents feel tHat y are 
ery 
expected to do casework, most of them (13 of 17) favor Ian II reasellltlln 
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staff resources for this purpose. And , of those who do not favor such 
an increase, two included among their reasons that an increase in 
staff would induce even more of a constituency orientation than 
presently exists . Under the present circumstances the limited 
availability of staff and other resources means that the constituency 
oriented M. P .  has to commit his or her own time to the servicing of 
requests from constituents. This fact, together with the possibility 
of attaining ministerial status if sufficient talent and expertise is 
exhibited in legislative matters , seem to be the principal factors 
which inhibit the rapid development of a more pronounced constituency 
service orientation by M . P . ' s .  To the average M . P .  the opportunity 
cost of expanding constituency oriented activities is quite high. 
Meager resources and high opportunity costs notwithstanding , 
the M . P . ' s  we interviewed report engaging in a considerable amount of 
constituency oriented activity. Why? Our interviews suggest that 
much of this constituency service orientation arises from M . P . ' s  
perceptions that constituency service is electorally beneficial. 
All of our respondents believed that , for good or ill , doing well on 
cases could help protect them from national electoral swings . Of 
course, some M . P . ' s  fail to engage in such activity either because 
(like Mr . R. ) they are located in a fairly safe seat, because they 
have national reputations sufficient (in their view) to offset such 
electoral advantages as they could gain from performing the welfare 
officer ' s  j ob ,  or , sometimes , because they find the activity 
distasteful. No matter, for the present it suffices to say that 
M . P. ' s  see constituency service as an electorally beneficial activity, 
and , mostly for that reason engage in a considerable amount of �t,  
even though the opportunity cost is high given the relatitel� s 
amount of resources they control. I I While our small, nonrandom sample of interviews l shoul 
be made to bear too great a weight , it is useful to give somJ {pdic���pn I I . . . of how actual orientations toward the constituency are related t6 
beliefs about electoral benefits. We asked each of our slvedteen I I M . P . ' s  to assess the extent to which doing casework was elecrlor 
beneficial. While all of them attributed some electoral lffJct
such activity, there was a distinguished subset who said �haJ 
po<�<ial payoff waa very aub•<an<ial . In Table I we c�jare 
number of cases handled per week by those who believed the elec 
of constituency service activity were great with those whJ b 
impact was less major . 
TABLE 1 
I 
Average Number of Casework Electoral Casework lElect�ral 
Cases Per Week Payoff -- Large Payoff -
I > 50 4 2 
< 50 2 9 
Not surprisingly those who believe that constitlenj 
will have a lar e effect on their electoral fortune alloclte bo e 
I I 
effort to it. Similar results occur when we relate beliefs abo t 
to 
electoral efficacy of constituency service to a question lskilg 
whe<her or no< <he M . P . acii�ly aolici<a c�ea or aimply re�i 
those that arise "naturally . "  Four of the five M. P. ' s  who act:L ely 
ge 
wards 
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solicit cases believe that such activity will yield substantial electoral 
rewards. The remaining M.P. indicates that he expects some electoral 
response. Furthermore , those who expect a substantial electoral benefit 
are much more likely than others to undertake "local" cases as opposed 
to restricting their activities to complaints dealing with the national 
government. 
Given what appear to be important differences in the amount 
of effort devoted to constituency affairs , one might ask whether 
constituency work really does have a significant impact on the outcome 
of Parliamentary elections. We will try to answer this question properly 
in future studies , but , for illustrative purposes, compare the experiences 
of our five M.P. 's in the May 1979 election. Two of them 
Mr. B. -- stood in the May election while the other three 
Mr. G. and 
Mr. s . ,  
Mr. R. and Sir H. -- were all retiring at the time we interviewed them. 
Mr. G. won despite the fact that the Liberal candidate pulled out of the
race (an event which caused Shirley Williams to lose her seat even though 
she had a previous majority of 9 , 000) . The two party swing against him 
was 3.5 percent , which was considerably less than the national swing to 
the Conservatives of 5.2 percent and the regional swing of 6.3 percent. 
Mr. B. by comparison had one of the most marginal Labour seats in the 
country -- a maj ority of less than 1 percent -- and he was swept out of 
office in the election. Still , the two party swing against him was 2.3 
percent as compared to a regional swing of 6.6 percent. In short , both 
of our constituency M.P.'s managed to reduce the swing against them , 
although with varying consequences. 
Equally interesting is what happened to the seats of the 
retiring M.P.' s. In the case of Mr. S., a swing of 8.1 percent gave 
his seat to the Conservatives for the first time in the !postwar 
To be sure, there have been important demographic chlnges
,
ln th 
constituency in recent years, but the loss was quite l unJxpected 
remarkable. The effect of not having an incumbent may J1s� be 
in Sir H.'s Conservative seat, where his successor wln Jith a 
I I only 5.3 percent , slightly less than the regional swing ltolthe 
Conservatives of 5.6 percent. Finally, in Mr. R. 's lafe Labour 
hfa '"°'"''or �=ged <o produce = a . 9 pmenr �in! roll Ltbourl[ 
Scotland as a whole swung to Labour by only .1 percent. P rhap 
is a vivid indication of the "price" Mr. R. paid for lhiJ bad 
constituency relations. 
The hypotheses about the prevalence of constitue 
the motivation for service, and variations in servicl as[ a 
cy 
S ii funct
1 .  · 1 · 1 d b J I po itica perceptions are strong y suggeste y our interviews. 
addition we can suggest a number of more tentative hJpotle es am 
•imil�i<ie• arul difference• berve= repre•=<arives lin I'' Uni� 
States and the United Kingdom. First , Fenno's fourfold �i tine� 
b h .  1 1 . . d 11 I , . IIetween geograp ica , ree ection , primary an persona con titue 
seems to have cross-national utility. All of those J.P. 's inte� 
had vha< Fe=o called a "geographical , space and piale r epri� 
their constituency." Sir H., for example, was very Jue� a are I
rural , homogenous nature of his constituency, and evln b�lieved 
it was his duty to protect its distinctive character .I Mr .  I G., it 
another example , could easily identify the hostile aJd fli�ndly 
neighborhoods in his hererogenou• consriru�y. and J,=red his 
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layers of support may also be relevant in Great Britain. At the most 
intimate level -- the personal constituency -- are the M . P. ' s  agent, 
secretary, spouse, and devoted friends.  The primary constituency 
usually consists of party activists, local government officials of the 
same party, and local trade unionists or Chamber of Commerce officers . 
At the outermost edge is the reelection constituency, often seen in 
class terms, but for the service oriented M . P .  it may also include 
anyone who has benefited from a service. 
Our interviews suggest several additional points about Fenno ' s  
classification scheme . One is that the personal and primary 
constituencies, contrary to what one might expect in a political system 
with disciplined parties, do not always correspond with the local party 
organization . Mr . G . ,  for instance, built an independent personal 
organization precisely because he believed the local party to be 
moribund and inefficacious . Secondly, it appears from Mr . R . ' s  
experience that disagreement with one ' s  primary constituency can be as 
important to an M . P. as disagreement with one ' s  reelection constituency .  
Indeed, a n  important difference between the American and British cases 
which needs further exploration is the seemingly greater importance of 
the primary constituency in Great Britain. This raises the question 
of whether constituency activity is dictated by activists and others in 
the primary constituency rather than by the larger reelection consti-
tuency. Some have suggested to us that the expectations of the primary 
constituency may be an important reason for the increasing emphasis on 
constituency work in recent years in Britain . 
'!!3! 
A third similarity between the United States
l
an1 ited 
Kingdom co,,,wu�cy >t<atogieo lie• in categoric• of 'prt" 
�
t� of 
self" or homestyle, though we hasten to add that differences in s��e 
�y be "' import�t and int�eating aa •imilaritiea . f• ,,, re JI 
we show the English equivalents to Fenno ' s  six types of cong essJ 
incl"ding one we did not diacua• -- "' ' ·  J. � vhn �rLed hi �1 
thrn"gh the r�ka of local g�er�nt �d •tayed activl in 1 cal �•e�­
ment commissions during her tenure in Parliament . The lonJy ype II I 
did not find in our small sample was Fenno ' s  "popular locJ1 oy. "  
Lastly, the cases of Mr . B .  and Mr . S .  point to la .Iourtl!i similarity in British and American constituency styles: jam ly, ��at 
representatives in both countries face hard choices abdut low to 
allocate their time and resources. Mr .  B . ' s  dilemma _j whlt er to 
maximize local support or influence in the House -- is alsb vide] 
among the congressmen Fenno interviewed . · In his words, "nb attet111aow 
confident members may be of their ability to pursue their �a hing� 
and constituency careers simultaneously, they all reco�izl tihe 
potentiality of conflict and ==y abo"t coping with ,J . .. l o co"
l the sensitivity of Members to this dilemma seems to var� sig ificli!l�ly. 
For Mc .  B . ,  Mr . s. �d Mr . R . ,  it �• q"ite ac"te • for1 Mr 1 • �l 
Sir H . ,  it was less so. However , as Fenno found with congle smen j 
there can be linkage between the home and House styles bf �. 
Constituency work can be used to off set the severe poliby Jo tra:i!. 
national forces. 
of belonging to disciplined and increasingly unpopular �arJie 
the end the policy constraint was too severe for Mr .  B . l bjt 
l ij 
I 
I I ] 
J 
fsedmng 
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FIGURE 1 
CONSTITUENCY TYPES IN GREAT BRITAIN AND THE UNITED STATES 
"Person to Person" 
"Popular Local Boy 
"Issue Independence Plus 
Personal Contact" 
"Articulating the Issues" 
"Servicing the Districts" 
"Political Leader" 
United States 
Example 
Congressman A 
Congressman B 
Congressman C 
Congressman D 
Congressman E .  
Congressman F 
United Kingdom 
Example 
Sir H. 
Mr . B., Mr . S. 
Mr. R. 
Mr. G. 
Mrs. J .  
However tentative w e  must be about 
our preliminary investigations at least show 
connection" exists in Great Britain . The House of 
be the M.P.' s true home : M . P.' s seem to spend 
on constituency matters and believe that these 
our future studies will reveal more about systematic 
constituency activities and the effects these have on 
of British electors. 
pe 
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